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Variables

● Although some orders see a correlation, there is no overall 
link between ACE-2 protein binding affinity and 
coronavirus VIP selection encompassing all orders.

● There is no correlation between all mammalian orders and 
coronavirus VIP selection.

● There is a correlation between order and ACE-2 protein 
binding affinity.

● Independent Variable: Order of Mammal
● Dependent Variables: ACE-2 protein binding 

affinity and coronavirus VIP selection

Is there a correlation between ACE-2 protein  
binding affinity and coronavirus VIP selection?

Understand 
Variables

Develop Hypotheses

Code hypotheses as 
models on R studio

Analyze 
residuals for 
best-fit final 
plots

Interpret 
correlation



Importance

● Understanding past interactions between 
organisms and coronaviruses can help us 
predict what could happen in the future 
with coronaviruses.

● From the past, we can identify potential 
intermediary species as an indicator for 
present and future coronaviruses.

● There is potential to greater understand 
the spread of coronaviruses between 
mammals and humans.



Importance

● SARS-CoV-2 is without a doubt 
one of the most prevalent issues 
today. 

● The strain COVID-19 has infected 
over 250,000,000 people and killed 
5,000,000 on its own.

● With the right data, isolating 
infected groups and identifying an 
intermediary species becomes a 
much less arduous task.



Important Terms

The ACE-2 Protein (Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2)

Coronavirus-VIP Selection

Definition : An enzyme that catalyzes angiotensin I 
into angiotensin 1-9, and angiotensin II into the 
vasodilator angiotensin 1-7 as well as controls 
cardiovascular and renal function, particularly for the 
contracting and expanding veins of the body.

ACE-2 protein (6M0J)

Definition : An indication of the amount of time a 
virus has been within an animal’s population, as 
selection takes evolutionary time to occur (Enard et 
al. 2016). 



Developing Our Question

What Organisms Have Made The 
Trade-off for Coronavirus Resistance

What Organisms Have Spent The Longest 
Amount Of Time with Coronavirus

Correlation? 

● Coronavirus VIPs are proteins within an organism that 
interact with coronaviruses. Proteins will adapt to the 
presence of COVID and this can be seen as changes or 
scars in their structure.

● Low binding affinity may contribute to being less 
affected due to a lower viral load within its body. 
Organisms with a lower binding affinity can still be 
affected but at lower levels. 

● Typically an organism is less likely to infect the host if 
there is a low binding affinity.

Finding a correlation between the two may allow scientists to 
predict future patterns of infection within mammalian 

populations.

● We focus on bats in particular because they have been 
assumed to be able to carry diseases without being 
infected by them.



Research Question

   Questions

   Hypotheses

Does phylogenetic order have a 
relationship with coronavirus VIP 

selection in mammals?

Is there a correlation between ACE-2 
protein binding affinity and 
coronavirus VIP selection?

(1) Chiroptera will have lower ACE-2 protein binding affinity compared to other 
mammalian orders.

(2) Chiroptera will have higher coronavirus interacting protein selection compared to other 
mammalian orders since bats generally harbor more viruses than other mammals.

(3) There will be lower coronavirus VIP selection in mammals than bats and greater binding 
affinity in mammals than bats as a correlation.

Does phylogenetic order have a 
relationship with ACE-2 protein  

binding affinity in mammals?

(1) (2)

(3)



ACE-2 protein Binding Affinity’s Relationship to Coronavirus VIP Selection

 CoVIP selection

Binding affinity mammals>bats mammals=bats mammals<bats

mammals>bats Coronavirus has been in the mammal 
population longer than bats, but other 
mammals didn’t make a trade-off since it 
would be worse to inhibit ACE-2 function.

Bats require oxygen to fly so they 
would have to rapidly change their 
binding affinity to survive a COV-19 
respiratory infection.

COV-19 has been known to the bat 
population longer than mammals, but they 
sacrificed functionality of ACE-2 protein for 
resistance.

mammals=bats Worse making trade-off than having 
Coronavirus-19 for mammals.

No bat-mammal Coronavirus 
interaction.

Worse making trade-off than having COV-19 
for bats.

mammals<bats Coronavirus has been in the mammal 
population longer than bats, and they gained 
resistance.

Worse for bats to make trade-offs 
versus other mammals OR bats’ 
immune system strength makes virus 
less horrible

Coronavirus has been in the bat population 
longer than mammals, but bats didn’t make a 
tradeoff since it would be worse to inhibit 
ACE-2 function.



Methods

Looking At ACE-2 Protein Binding Affinity and Virus Interacting 
Protein Selection

Data
● Binding affinity from Damas et. al
● VIP measures of selection from Enard et. al
● Phylogenetic tree from Dr. David Enard and Dr. 

Elise Lauterbur

Statistical Analysis Packages
● “phyloglmm” (Li and Bolker 2019) : 

phylogenetic regression
●  “ggplot2” (Wickham 2016) : creating graphs
● “DHARMa” (Hartig 2021) : collecting and 

diagnosing residuals
● “brms” & “rstan” (Bürkner P 2017), (Stan 

Development Team 2021) : Bayesian 
phylogenetic regression

● Pre-existing data on ACE-2 protein binding 
affinity was drawn from a database for hundreds 
of mammals and  analyzed with the R statistical 
program. 

● Phylogenetic analyses were performed, where 
data of specific characteristics were compared 
between Chiroptera and others. 

● Combined data from Dr. Enard and Dr. Damas’ 
papers were used. After drawing conclusions 
separately, a combined correlation was tested.



Data Analysis #1

Binding Affinity vs Order

● This graph protein rally represents each 
order as a whole and their relationship 
between the two variables “Order” and 
“Binding Affinity”.

■
● Orders such as Carnivora (carnivores) and 

Chiroptera (bats) have a lower binding 
affinity meaning that it is harder for them to 
be infected by Coronavirus. Orders such as 
Primates are very susceptible to infection.

■
● Thicker parts of the graph indicate a higher 

binding affinity within that order.



Data Analysis #2

Logged Average Ratio of All Coronaviruses vs 
Order

● Order does NOT have a relationship to 
“Average Ratio of All Coronaviruses” VIP 
selection.

● The plot displays the relationship between 
mammalian orders and VIP selection.

● Majority of data per order have lower 
coronavirus VIP selection, with some outlier 
samples.



Combined Data Analysis #3

● There is no relationship between 
“Binding Affinity” and “Log of Average 
Ratio of All Coronaviruses” in Chiroptera 
and Perissodactyla.

● Cetartiodactyla has a positive relationship 
between binding affinity and VIP 
selection.

● Primates and Carnivora are predicted to 
have a similar trend with data 
extrapolated from the model.

● An inverse correlation is found between 
binding affinity and coronavirus VIP 
selection in rodents.

Binding Affinity vs Log of Average Ratio of All 
Coronaviruses



Conclusion

Is there a correlation between ACE-2 protein  binding affinity and Coronavirus -VIP Selection?

● Although there are correlations between ACE-2 protein binding affinity and some mammalian orders, there is 
no overall correlation encompassing all orders with binding affinity and coronavirus VIP selection.

● There were patterns between ACE-2 protein binding affinity and order. Binding affinity was much lower in 
Chiroptera and Carnivora than in the other orders tested.

● According to our chart, bats are sacrificing their ACE-2 protein function in order to combat coronaviruses.

● Coronaviruses affect different orders uniquely. 

What does this mean?

This means that coronavirus VIP selection may affect individual orders uniquely and that attempting to 

calculate an organism's binding affinity by using its VIP selection or vise-versa is ineffective. 



Next Steps in Continuing Research

● Other variables of population density, hibernation status and trophic level in relation to 
ACE-2 protein binding affinity and coronavirus VIP selection will be explored.

○ These factors are related to exposure to other animals and may influence time in 
population and resistance to coronaviruses.

● We will trace back to specific genomic traits that relate to adverse effects of 
coronaviruses, including gastrointestinal infection or respiratory function.
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